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Hatch: Silver Fish

silver fish
politics is like a silver fish bug
generally flitting over a stagnant pond
in which nothing grows nothing lives
and all who gaze in wonderment
transfixed with the darting insect
alighting now and then
to accomplish nothing special
until its dried up carcass disintegrates
As more winged creatures continue
As though nothing happened to begin with
politics exhilarates when one has won
when one is listened to
or wins a major battle for good
at least we think for good
but wins are transient
in the never ceasing changeover
from one person to another
from one regime to yet one more
transmogrified
until the win is transmogrifier
into the floor outside the door
through which it earnestly came

to begin with
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politics is shaped influenced drawn anew
each day each hour by press and you
press with admitted double standards
much kinder and accepting
towards the more liberal view
you sometimes apathetic

sometimes true
yet never knowing and seldom caring
at least enough you knew
you should have worked studied
perhaps prayed perhaps
but why what can one person do
politics sometimes is one simple vote
the vote which makes a difference
which defeats or passes
that upon which life andor death depends
unless oblivious to the end
even that lies relatively unimportant

in our sight

and calm

regression
to the daze of watching silver fish
puts us asleep
or into lethargy once more
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